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1. The Stanford FABLE Project
The Stafbd FABLE project in semiconductor
science i working to change the mme of miconductor

uu r. The breadt of modem semiconductor producs
depends on mas production of DRAWa, to debut and refine
new processes before they ar utilized for lower volume but
higher profit producis. The FABLE project is developin
methodologies to pennit the rapid development and engineeing
of new processes so that highly innovative products depending

nW processes can be fielded more rapidly.

A key goal of the FABLE project is the programmable facrouy.
an integrated system of mnumfacturing equipment, sensors, and
computer hardware and software. Just a a programmer can
rapidly modify and debug a complex computer program, so a
process engineer should be able to modify and debug the
complex p --which controls the manufacuring of
aemicondc o make the factory easier to prOg ar'

4 A77 Scond key goal of the FABLE project is the wvnalfacsoy, a
factory that can be run in simulation. Just as VLSI circuits are
simulated before they are cast in silicon, so VLSI -m ring
processes should be simulated before they are run In the factory.
• ".W; s,- do'c! g A powerful computer-based simulaion
system that will permit us to simulate semiconductor
manufacturing processes in their entirety, using knowledge
about equipment, processes, materials, devices, and circuits to
predict critical mes mes of mnufuring Pfma
such as yield, elecrical performance, throughput, and
equipment utilization. -

The programmable factory and the virtual factory must be based
on a large common knowledge base that captures knowledge
about equipment, processes, materials, schedules and other
aspects of semiconductor manufacturing. The different
software systems needed to support process development tasks
- e.g., design, debugging, execution, da Accesion For

acquisition/interpretation, control, updating - need to have NTIS CRA&
access to similar knowledge. For efficiency of development ad DTIC TAB
ease of maintenance, it is crucial that information about apiece Unannounced u
of equipment, for example, not be encoded one way for process Justification ...............................
design and another way for process debugging. This argues for
a declarative (as structure and statemns) rather than procedural By ...................................
(as programs) representation of the knowledge I' 2. Specialized Distribution I
interpreters will exploit the common knowledge base for each Availability Codes

Avail ar,d I or
The focus of the FABLE project is a growing body of DNt Spccial
knowledge about semiconductor manufacturing together with a
set of techniques and tools fr encoding and using tha
knowledge to support the automated factory. The structure of a
per of de FABLE knowledge base is shown in Figure 1. The
development of the knowledge base and the tools are driven in
part by questions such a the following:

Whar do" the programmabl factory need to know? Among



other things, the auomation system must know about (1) the
woddings of the factoy it"lt equipment, equipment operations,
material flows; (2) the nature of potential problems so they can
be anticipated and prmMed, or diagnosed and fixed; and (3)
de history of the operation of the factory, to recognize long-
term tends.

How can such knowledge be encoded for use by de awumted
facory? A variety of formalism am possible, all of which can
be reduced to flrst order logic and its extensions 2. For initial
development, we have chosen a primarily frame-baed
represent--aon system, KEE3. This permits the easy entry and
editing of descriptions of objects in a classification hierarchy.
The FABLE knowledge base is available to programs nning
in Common Lisp on a TI ExplocerlLX Lisp machine. This Lisp
machine provides both Lisp and Unix System V environments,
allowing access to knowledge-based toolk in Lisp and
traditional simulation program on Unix.

How c= the knowledge be efficiently acquired and updated?
Efficient knowledge acquisition is critical, because
semiconductor ma ufactuig knowledge changes rapidly. We
are developing interface tools to permit the manufacturing
expert to enter knowledge directly, without having to use an
intermediary. For example, we have implemented general tools
to facilitate acquisition of related classification hierarchies, and
domain specific tools for acquiring and displaying process
descriptions.

These questions are stimulated by FABLE-mlated projects in
factory simulation, equipment modeling, intelligent processing
equipment automation, automated test structure interpretation,
and graphical equipment interfaces. Section 2 describes one
such project, confirming the importance of the explicit use of
knowledge in manufacturing automation systems.

FIgure 1: A portion of die FABLE knowledge base



2. Tools for Proorn Specification andUmuaton
'If mno puvasive ad Mcognizable form of centralized
bwhdg in a wafr fabrcaton lin is dhe process rwheL
Whie Wis tam of proce-s specification embodies only a pawt of
de complete body of knowledge required for water processing
it nverdslm remains largely isolated from and underutilized
by odhr tools suchs simulation prgram.

To address the traditional simulation ama we have developed a
flexible Unix-baed system in C that aids proess specification
and simulation at die level of the SUPREM4 family of process
simulation tools. Our system is called SHIPS, shout for
Stnford High-Level Incremental Process Simulation. The
purpose of this tool is to &Dow a process engineer to specify and
simulate a VLSI process using physical process models so as to
acilitate statistically significant simulation results. This

requires computationally intensive process simulation and the
statistical analysis of results. We refer to die methodology
embodied in this tool as manufacwing-lcvel proces
spec~fcaion and simaadoo. Previous efforts in this area have
come from Carnegie-Mellon and Hitachi, with die FABRICS
family of programs and the CASTAM program, respectively5, 6.

SHIPS utilizes incremental simulation, a compact simulation
language that is strucud according to a set of abstractions that
are familiar to processing personnel, and a menu-driven, form-
based user interface that provides a productive framework for
creating new processes and running simulations. Moreover, the
system is designed to perform the simulations in a software
simulation engiw independent manner. That is, the
fundamental physical simulator is considered a simulation
engine, and not an integral pat of the SHIPS system. SHIPS
drives die software simulation engine to perform the simulations
and analyzes the corresponding output. For our work the
SUPREM family of process simulators is used as the software
simulation engine.

A knowledge-basd version SHIPS in IUsp under KEE is
currentdy under development on di ExplomIX This version
of SHIPS will play a significant pan in knowledp-based
process specification and the development of the virtual factocy
for VLSI manufacturing modeling. A complete process
specification will contain both the physical information required
for specifying the wafer tmtments and the expected effects, as
well as the prod i information necessary to perform the
actual manufacturing process. Figure 2 shows a prototype
interface for SHIPS under KEE. This interface is designed to
allow the iconic representation and manipulation of procises as
collections of modules, which am in turn collections of
individual steps. Modules ae grouped along logical divisions
and placed in libraries. The sequential ordering of the stps and
modules is represented with arrows connecting the icons, and
rework routes are implemented with conditional branches based
on a measured value or the result of an inspection.



Mn C venion of SHEPS ki designed to met h needs of the
larg body of poms simlatio urn, who need to prfoim
aimiWtom to determine the mtuafaturbiity of a proes
We hane sen in our wofd. however. tha ie advantage of a
knowledge-based system over a taditional out an signfcaat
The flexibility and adaptability of the knowledge embedded in
dom KEE knowledge-base sumn& in glarig contrast to tim haush
Inflexiblit of t same knowledge in C This diffene makes
updatin tim KEE venlon much easer.

No a"" Gam DO

Figur I A pa"otp of the SHIP Intee b. MM

3. Conclusion
The SIM example demontate the value of the knowledge
bued approah to building semiconductr manufaturn
appication syms. Mhe FABLE project will continue the
development of knwledge base and assoiated toot w suppa
such appliatioms
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